Examples:

Simple Glass:

- Glass
  - Glass without declarable substances (German: “Glas ohne deklarationspflichtige Inhaltsstoffe”)

Specific glass:

- Tinted Glass
  - Glass without declarable substances
  - Miscellaneous, not to declare
  - Pigment portion, not to declare

Lead containing glass:

- Glass containing Lead
  - Glass without declarable substances
  - Lead

Should the glass contain any other declarable substances this has to be specified in addition, according to the general rules of IMDS Recommendation 001.

Similar rules are to be applied for ceramic and enamel materials, using following pseudo substances:

- Ceramic without declarable substances (German: “Keramik ohne deklarationspflichtige Inhaltsstoffe”)
- Enamel without declarable substances (German: “Email ohne deklarationspflichtige Inhaltsstoffe”)

Films or coatings applied on glass must be reported as separate material.

For glass, ceramic or enamel as an ingredient in a composed material just use the single (pseudo) substance